
 

TELEVISION QUARTERLY ISSUES-PROGRAMS REPORT 
 
 
Station:   WFGX-TV 
Location:           Pensacola, FL 
Quarter ending:      September 30, 2008      
 
 
ISSUE/description:    3. ENVIRONMENT.  Maintaining the quality of life desired within our 

community; protecting wildlife and their natural habitat; maintaining the 
proper balance between development and protection of resources. 

 
How Issue was treated (Program, PSA, etc.): 
 
   Title             Date      Time/Duration  Program type           Description 
 
1. In Focus 07/06/08 11:30AM/30 minutes Public Affairs                   * 
 
** Our topic for the week was “Mount Dioxin”.  That’s the nickname given to the EPA Superfund site 
at the old Escambia Treatment Plant, a creosote plant closed decades ago.  People living in the area 
have been lobbying to get it cleaned up, and U.S. Senator Bill Nelson has been involved in the 
process.  The cleaning is finally starting, on the dirt and on the groundwater.  A decade ago, the 
federal government relocated about 400 families and the contaminated soil was piled up and covered 
with a tarp.  Crews are now digging a pit that will be lined with clay and a tarp and the creosote-
contaminated soil will be placed inside.  Oxygen will be injected into the soil to stimulate 
microorganisms to break down the contaminants.  But the local group, Citizens Against Toxic 
Exposure, is concerned that contaminated water from the site will leak into Bayou Texar and the 
ECUA wells that provide drinking water.  The EPA insists that residents in the area are safe, but they 
say the entire time for the breakdown of the dangerous toxins will be about 20 to 30 years, at which 
time all the groundwater will be safe and wells can be drilled. 
 
 
2. Channel 3 News at 10PM 07/15/08 10:08PM/3 minutes News                       **  
    (simulcast from WEAR-TV) 
  
** Florida could nearly double the number of nuclear power plants in the state within the next decade.  
There are 5 operating reactors now, but the state has given approval to build four more.  Progress 
Energy’s request to build two nuclear reactors in Levy County won approval this week from the 
Florida Public Service Commission.  Progress says the plants are safe; they will cut down on carbon 
emissions, and will wean the state from foreign oil.  The units would come online in 2016 and 2017, 
and will be the first new nuclear generating facility built in Florida since 1983.  We reported our 
viewers’ responses to the “Your 3 Cents” question: “Nuclear Power: Do you think we should generate 
more nuclear power to reduce our dependence on foreign oil?”   
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community; protecting wildlife and their natural habitat; maintaining the 
proper balance between development and protection of resources. 
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   Title             Date      Time/Duration  Program type           Description 
 
3. Our World with 08/17/08 11:00AM/30 minutes Public Affairs                               *** 
    Black Enterprise 
 
*** Our roundtable discussion focused on environmental racism and why studies point out that low-
income and people of color are exposed to higher levels of industrial pollution than the rest of the 
country.  Panelists were Robert Bowser, Mayor of East Orange, New Jersey; Margie Richard, the 
subject of an environmental justice book; and Dr. Robert Bullard, Director of the Environmental 
Justice Resource Center at Clark Atlanta University. 
 
 
4. Channel 3 News at 10PM 09/04/08 10:07PM/3 minutes News/Public Affairs                   ****  
    (simulcast from WEAR-TV) 
  
**** A recent study conducted by Mason Dixon Research found that in category after category, 
people were disappointed with leadership, quality of life, and economic development in Escambia 
County.  The survey found that a majority of people are disappointed with the direction in which the 
local government is headed.  Voters expressed serious concerns about their job security, the 
county’s economy, county leadership, and their overall quality of life.  The poll also shows that 31% 
of the people who live in the area plan to leave within 5 years, and among those ages 18 to 25 the 
number is 53%.  Eighty-eight percent say the area is incapable of attracting young and talented 
people.  Our issue addressed today in our “Your 3 Cents” segment was: “Quality of Life: Are you 
satisfied with the quality of life in your community?”   Tonight we reported our viewers’ responses to 
the issue.  
 
 
5. Channel 3 News at 10PM 09/16/08 10:33PM/2 minutes News/Public Affairs                 *****  
    (simulcast from WEAR-TV) 
  
***** This year’s hurricanes weren’t even direct hits, but after Hurricanes Gustav and Ike, many 
beaches along the Alabama and Northwest Florida coast are a lot skinnier than they were just a 
couple months ago.  And many communities have multi-million dollar plans to renourish those 
beaches.  The goals are admirable…rebuild the stretches of sand that bring the tourists; fortify the 
sand in front of Gulf-front homes, hotels, condos and restaurants.  Beach restoration is slated to 
begin in Destin in December of January, if it isn’t stopped by lawsuits filed by opponents.  Gulf 
Shores and Orange Beach are pursuing federal money through FEMA to rebuild the beaches they 
restored just five years ago.  And much of the new sand pumped onto Pensacola Beach just a few 
years ago has been washed away.  The issue is widespread…of Florida’s 825 miles of sandy beach, 
48% are classified as “critically eroded” by the state.  Today’s “Your 3 Cents” topic: “Beach 
Restoration:  Does it make sense to spend millions of dollars to restore Gulf Coast beaches?”   
Tonight we reported on our viewers’ responses to this issue. 
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